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**Topic:** Bracero Program

- This article talks about the Bracero program and how it all started. The Bracero program was established during World War 2 because farmers saw labor coming short. One of the reasons why the Agriculture farmers were short on workers was because many men were fighting the war or working in factories that built supplies for the war. That is why they recruit Mexican men as labor workers to work the fields. The United States and Mexico came upon an agreement to give a temporarily legal permission for Mexican Immigrants to stay in the United States to work. The Braceros were given contracts that where suppose to be in Spanish but yet some were in English. This action affected the Bracero workers by not understanding what they were signing and being exposed to brutal injustice such as getting less than minimum wage and horrible living and working conditions. This both benefit Mexico and the United States of America. Mexico was benefited because they would give jobs to many that were unemployed. The program ended because the advanced farm machinery was taking the workers work.